
Bioinspire-Explore: 

The development team connected Bioinspire-Explore to
international databases, including the Global Biodiversity
Information Facility (GBIF) (based on the Catalogue of Life
(CoL) taxonomic backbone), WordClim, Wikidata and
INaturalist. Potential relationships between taxa and
biological functions, habitat conditions, and physical
characteristics were identified using a Word2Vec model  
trained on tokenized sentences from a corpus  of
scientific papers on  bioinspiration.

METHODOLOGY
Bioinspire-Explore is a powerful, open-
access tool for browsing  biological data via
user-friendly interfaces and comprehensive
associated databases. Its unique value lies
in its ability to combine, within a single
system (i) taxonomic data; (ii) ecological
information; and (iii) indications of the
semantic proximity of terms cited in
bioinspiration-related literature. 

RESULTS
Via a taxon of interest (i.e. species, genus,
family etc.), Bioinspire-Explore sought to
connect bioinspiration practitioners to
information about its taxonomic position,
distribution, climatic niche and
appearance (Fig A). Bioinspire-Explore also
aimed to assess the semantic proximity of
relevant terms within bioinspired scientific
literature (Figs B and C).

OBJECTIVE

Browsing Biodiversity Data for Bioinspiration

Searching for the species Gekko gecko provides
information about its taxonomy, where it is found,
what it looks like, and its climatic niche...

...as well as potential relationships with other
taxa, associated biological processes,
environmental conditions and physical measures...

Bioinspiration’s success requires straightforward access to biological data, in a form that non-biologists can understand. Bioinspire-Explore provides a unique
way to explore biodiversity and visualise biological relationships. This innovative tool acts as a guide, orientating users towards promising information about
living systems and presenting those systems in their scientific context. It is intended to create opportunities for education, insight and interaction within
bioinspiration teams interested in a “biology-push” approach to innovation.

CONCLUSIONS

CASE STUDY
...and scientific articles relevant to this
taxon within a corpus of bioinspired
literature.

https://bioinspire-explore.mnhn.fr/
bioinspire-explore@mnhn.fr
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